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Breaking down 
in order to rebuild

In May, we published a
report on the human

rights situation after the
first 100 days of the current
government, available on

our website.

Freedom of expression

PBI HONDURAS

260 activities of 
physical presence

Gender and diversities

3 men

8 women

146 activities

2022

Our work

38 capacity 
building activities

48 meetings
with national

authorities

56 meetings 
with international

authorities

30 meetings
with international

organisations

20 publications
and audiovisual

materials

Land and territory
155 activities

14 activities

Observation of trials against criminalised defenders,
such as the eight Guapinol River defenders and land
defenders from the CNTC

Accompanying CEHPRODEC during visits to
communities, open town hall meetings and marches
in the department of Olancho

Organising a virtual advocacy tour to the United
States, together with Arcoíris and SOMOS CDC, to
report on the Vicky Hernández IACHR judgment

Facilitation of an encounter about digital security
and protection with defenders from the Mesa de
Acceso a la Justicia

The organisations that we accompany Our volunteer team

ASOPODEHU 
(since 2014)

SOMOS CDC
(since 2022)

In 2022, we accompanied SOMOS
CDC in forums and marches where
the organisation demanded an end

to discrimination and violence
against LGTBI+ people.

ASODEBICOQ
(since 2018)

CNTC
(since 2018)ARCAH

(since 2022)

In 2022, we supported ARCAH’s
defence work through visits to the

Loarque community, which is
denouncing the contamination of the
Choluteca River by a poultry company.

Spain (4)
Peru (1)

Chile (1)

Italy (1)

United Kingdom (2)

Mexico (1)

The Netherlands (1)

Engagement with community radio stations to
understand their needs with regards to human
rights and security

Accompanying Dina Meza of ASOPODEHU to a
forum on the risks faced by journalists in
Honduras

Where do our funds come from?

Total income

340.244 euros

What do we spend
our funds on?

www.pbi-honduras.org

PBI.Honduras.HOP

@PBIHonduras

The State signed an
agreement with peasant
organisations to seek a

solution to the violence in
the Bajo Aguán. After the
signing, local leaders have

continued to denounce
violence and criminalisation

The State acknowledged
its responsibility in the
death of transgender

defender Vicky Hernández.
LGTBI+ organisations keep

demanding progress in
compliance with the
IACHR Court ruling.

Honduran
Congress repealed
the Law of Secrets.

However, the
decriminalisation

of libel and slander
in the Penal Code

is still pending.
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